
My name is Eline, and I am a student at ISG in MYP5. Due to the Coronavirus, I have been staying at home and 
following online classes every day. The situation is quite stressful for my household as everyone including myself are 
in the health risk category. If we get a letter we wait 24 hours before touching it, if we get food from the supermarket 
we wait 5 days before consuming a product to ensure that there’s no chance of being infected. The rules are strict I 
do understand that these precautions are necessary. Going out with friends has been non-negotiable, the only people 
I have been seeing are my family members and even then direct contact is minimal. 
 
Even with these rules some of my immediate family members have had the coronavirus and one of them had to stay 
at the ICU for a while. It’s honestly scary to know that the virus is so close and has caused immense pain on people 
that you love. Luckily, after months of battling the virus, both family members have survived and are recovering. 
 
My Grandma has dementia, therefore its been really hard to explain to her what is happening in the world and why 
she isn’t allowed out. She seems to constantly have flashbacks of the world war 2 because of the strict regulations 
which cause her a lot of pain and her personality changes constantly. She barely gets any sleep. This also impacts 
everyone around her as she wakes everyone up approximately 4-6 times at night.  
 
Furthermore, my mom and sister have been trying to come back to the Netherlands, however, they are stuck in the 
Middle East as their flights are constantly being postponed. This has further caused a lot of stress because there’s no 
stability. 
 
In some way, however, I have still been blessed with the fact that I’m not constantly alone and that we have a large 
garden. As well as being able to go to our family home to go sailing. At the moment, in my spare time, I have been 
improving my sewing skills and I have also been working more in the garden. Furthermore, I have been reading 
books, calling with friends, painting at my new house or walking the dog basically anything that doesn’t include 
getting close to other people. I however do miss going to hockey and musical lessons which have been online for the 
past months. I hope that I am allowed to go out again soon as there are fewer infections every day. I just really hope 
that everyone stays safe and keeps there distance so that their families don’t have to see their loved ones suffer, as 
mine had to experience.  
 

 
 
 
 


